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Bird Shooting Europe

Denmark
Pheasant & Ducks

Prices 2021-22
Test Shooting at Rønningesøgaard
For the next season we have a new destination in Denmark for Driven Pheasant and Duck shooting in our
program. Therefore we are organizing a test shooting to introduce it to the interantional market. We want
to offer you this special 2 day shoot with a strongly reduced price!
The Hunting Estate of Rønningesøgaard is situated on the island of Fyn and offers 2000 ha of best
shooting grounds and ponds for an exciting experience. You can shoot either pheasants or ducks only or
have a mixed day with 2 duck drives in the morning and 3-4 drives on pheasant. Specially the duck
shooting is remarkable, offering 4 different species of ducks. We are shooting from old gravel pits, ponds
and lakes. The pheasant shooting is classic English style with birds on different hights and speed.
Broholm Castle is where we are staying. Surrounded by green, rolling hills and idyllically located in on the
island of Fyn in Denmark, Broholm dates back to the 12th century and has been owned by the same
family for 13 generations. Guest rooms are individually decorated in an antique, romantic style with
modern amenities. Danish dishes with a French touch are served at a private dining room just for us. A
private living room with fire pit is our place then for the after dinner drinks and chats.
TRADITIONAL DRIVEN SHOOTING DAYS // 26th - 28th of October 2021
2 Days with 700 Birds ( 300 Pheasant & 400 Ducks ) for 10 guns.
Price: 3.250 € / per gun
Prices include: All shooting costs - Beaters, keepers, dog handlers, the transport on shoot - Cartridges
Hunting license and mandatory insurance - Elevenses and Lunch in the field - 2 night full board
accommodation at the Broholm Slot.
Prices exclude: Extra Birds over the bag - Travel costs.
At the time of booking, a 50% deposit is required to confirm dates. Balance shall be paid 60 days before
the shooting or upon arrival, if previously agreed.
All citizens, members of EEC countries, must bring the "European Gun Passport" to import their guns into
Denmark. To obtain the hunting license and insurance, a scan of each hunter’s passport is required 30
days before arrival.
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